Phase Response Curves (PRCs) are a simple model of how a neuron's spike time is 20 affected by synaptic inputs. PRCs are useful in predicting how networks of neurons 21 behave when connected. One challenge in estimating a neuron's PRCs experimentally is 22 41
that many neurons do not have stationary firing rates. 23
In this paper we introduce a new method to estimate PRCs as a function firing rate of the 24 neuron. We call the resulting model a parameterized PRC (pPRC). Experimentally, we 25 perturb the neuron applying a current with two parts; 1) a current held constant between 26 spikes but changed at the onset of a spike, used to make the neuron fire at different rates, 27
and 2) a pulse to emulate a synaptic input. A model of the applied constant current and 28 the history is made to predict the interspike interval (ISI). Then a second model is made 29 to fit the modulation of the spike time from the expected ISI by the pulsatile stimulus. A 30 polynomial with two independent variables, the stimulus phase and the expected ISI, is 31 used to model the pPRC. The pPRCs is validated in a computational and applied to 32 pyramidal neurons from the CA1 region of the hippocampal slices from rat. 33
The pPRC can be used to model the effect of changing firing rates on network synchrony. 34
It can also be used to characterize the effects of neuromodulators and genetic mutations 35 (among other manipulations) on network synchrony. It can also easily be extended to 36 account for more variables. 37
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Phase Response Curves, ARX models, ARMAX models, PRC, patch clamp INTRODUCTION network level changes remains a challenge central to understanding many diseases and 48 developing new treatments. 49
One tool for linking the dynamics of individuals to population dynamics is the phase 50 response curve (Winfree, 1980; Glass and Mackey, 1988; Tass, 1999) . The phase 51 response curve (PRC) is a simple measure of an oscillatory system's response to an input. 52
For a periodically firing neuron, the PRC is the average advance of the next spike time 53
given the phase in the neurons cycle when a stimulus is applied. Given the PRC, it is 54 possible to predict how a network of neurons will behave when coupled together (Van 55 Vreeswijk et al., 1994; Canavier et al., 1997; Crook et al., 1998; Netoff et al., 2005; 56 Achuthan . 57
The power of PRC model is its generalizability and flexibility. Any change in the 58 neuron's dynamics, or stimulus waveform, that affects a neuron's spike timing can be 59 characterized with a PRC. It can be used to characterize a neuron's response to pulsatile 60 inputs, such as synaptic inputs (Reyes and Fetz, 1993a, 1993b; Netoff et al., 2005) , 61 electric fields from Deep Brain Stimulation (Wilson et al., 2011) , or continuous waveforms, such as white noise (Ermentrout et al., 2008; Torben-Nielsen et al., 2012) . 63
Many different perturbations to a neuron can affect its PRC, such as changes in firing rate 64 (Fink et al., 2011) , position of synapse on the dendrite (Crook et al., 1998; Lewis and 65 Rinzel, 2004; Goldberg et al., 2007) , neuromodulators (Stiefel et al., 2008a (Stiefel et al., , 2008b or 66 synaptic plasticity (Lengyel et al., 2005) . But there is not yet formalism for modeling 67 how the PRC may change with a change of these parameters. Instead, a PRC model is 68 usually generated for each condition. 69
Animal models of seizure like activity show that, both the neuron's firing rate and 70 synchrony changes over the seizure (Netoff and Schiff, 2002) . In computational models, 71
it has been shown that the phase response curves of neurons depends on the firing rate 72 (Gutkin et al., 2005) . Network synchrony has been shown to change dramatically, 73 depending on the neuron's dynamics (Fink et al., 2011) and changes in synchrony have 74 been used in models to explain shifts in population synchrony (Lewis and Rinzel, 2003) . 75
Recently, we have used PRCs to understand the transition between the tonic phase of a 76 seizure, where firing rate of neurons is high but synchrony is low, and the clonic phase, 77
where the firing rate is lower but synchrony is high. We hypothesize that at high firing 78
rates, a neuron's spike time is determined by the kinetics of the voltage gated channels 79 and it is insensitive to synaptic inputs. As the firing rate slows, the dynamics of the 80 neuron changes, increasing its sensitivity to synaptic inputs which effectively increases 81 coupling, until the network spontaneously synchronizes (Wilson et al., 2011) . 82
However, a limitation in testing these theories experimentally has been in measuring 83 PRCs from the same neuron across frequencies. Generally, PRC's are measured 84 experimentally by inducing the neuron to fire periodically, by injecting constant current 85 to the soma through a patch-clamp electrode, and then adding a stimulus to measure how 86 the input may affect its next spike time (Reyes and Fetz, 1993a, 1993b) . In order to keep 87 the neuron firing at the same period over the duration of the experiment, we have 88 implemented closed loop spike rate controller that adjusts the applied current to 89 compensate for drift in the neuron's interspike interval (ISI) (Netoff et al., 2005; 90 Miranda-Domínguez et al., 2010). The use of a periodically firing neuron is not essential, 91 but it is just the easiest condition to identify changes in the expected spike time. An 92 alternative to modulating the applied current used to hold the neuron's firing rate constant 93 over the experiment is to generate an adaptive model of the neuron's ISI that can predict 94 the next spike time with high accuracy. 95
In this paper we present a new method for measuring PRCs as the current applied to the 96 neuron is varied. We excite the neuron using a current that has two components. The first 97 component is a current that is changed at each spike time but held constant between 98 spikes. The second component is a current that emulates a synaptic current. This transient 99 current is applied at each interspike interval randomly. To analyze the resulting data, first, 100 we generate an Auto-Regressive with eXogenous input (ARX) model to predict the next 101 ISI as the current applied to the neuron is varied. Then, given an accurate prediction of 102 the unperturbed spike times, we relate the mismatch between the predicted and the 103 measured ISI to the timing of the transient input. This approach allows us to generate 104 parameterized PRCs (pPRCs), a two dimensional PRC where phase advance is predicted 105 as a function of the stimulus phase and the firing rate of the neuron. We demonstrate our 106 approach for estimating pPRCs in a mathematical neuron model proposed by Golomb 107 and Amitai (Golomb and Amitai, 1997), and in pyramidal neurons in the CA1 region of 108 the hippocampal slices from rat. 109
110

METHODS 111
The experiment is to vary the neuron's ISI by perturbing the applied current at the onset 112 of each spike, then a synaptic conductance is added at a random phase, as illustrated in 113 figure 1. From this data we generate a model that predicts the ISI given the applied 114 current and timing of the applied synaptic conductance. This model is created in two 115 stages: In the first stage, a model is generated to predict the ISI given the applied current 116 on this ISI and the history of applied currents and ISIs. This is done by recursively fitting 117 an Autoregressive model with eXogenous input (ARX) to the ISI as a function of the 118 applied current. The ARX model can then be used to predict the firing rate as a function 119 of the applied current. Because the ARX model is fit recursively, its parameters are able 120 to adapt to non-stationary behaviors of the neuron over the duration of the experiment. 121
The second stage is to fit a model to the phase advance from the expected ISI given the 122 phase of the synaptic input. Because the PRC is dependent on the expected ISI, we 123 generate a two dimensional model that fits the advance given the phase and the expected 124 ISI. The following sections describe the design of the experiment and the two steps of the 125 analysis. 126 127
Computational Model 128
To test this approach for generating models, we first measured pPRC's on computational 129 model of a CA1 pyramidal neuron developed by Golomb and Amitai, which we refer to 130 as the "GACell" (Golomb and Amitai, 1997). The full model is described in their paper 131 in detail, but we will briefly describe the model here. The GACell is a single-132 compartment Hodgkin-Huxley type model of coupled differential equations. 133
Current balance equation 134
The total current in the GACell can be summarized in the following equation 135 , , ,
where C = 1 is the membrane capacitance and V (t) is the membrane potential of a 136 neuron at time t. The right side consists of several time varying currents, such as applied 137 current I app , and voltage gated intrinsic currents: the fast sodium current I Na , the persistent 138 sodium current I NaP , the delayed-rectifier potassium current I Kdr , the A-type potassium 139 current I KA , the slow potassium current I K,slow , and the leak current I L . For brevity, the details 140 of the voltage dependence of these currents is left to the paper by Golomb and Amitai 141 (Golomb and Amitai, 1997). The model was integrated using a 4th order Runge-Kutta 142 algorithm in the Real-Time eXperiment Interface environment (described in the next 143 section) at 100 kHz and sampled at 5 kHz. Current was applied so that the neuron fired at 144 a steady state firing rate of 10 Hz (i. e., a period of 100 ms). Experimental protocol for the 145
GACell was exactly the same as the real neuron with the exception that all stimuli were applied to the model rather than to the patch-clamp amplifier and will be described in the 147 section labeled Experiment. 148
Brain slice preparation 149
PRC's were also measured in-vitro from pyramidal neurons in brain slices prepared from spaced around a mean current value I mean . The difference in current values was chosen to 188 be large enough to produce changes in ISI greater than the random variability in the 189 neuron's ISI. The value of I DC (i) is randomly selected at each spike time using a Markov 190 process. A Markov process was used to choose the current values so that sequences of the 191 same ISI may occur with reasonable probability so that steady state behaviors could be 192 estimated accurately. The Markov process also was designed to limit large jumps in the 193 applied current from one cycle to the next. To achieve this, the probability of the current 194 staying at the same value on the subsequent ISI was set equal 0.91 and the probability of 195 jumping up or down one current value was set at 0.08, and two current values at 0.01. 196
These transition probabilities were set so that the expected distribution across all current 197 values was uniform. 
where t is the time from the onset of the start of the synaptic input, I syn = 0 for t < 0, τ fall is 206 the falling time constant (6.23 ms), τ rise is the rising time constant (2.16 ms) , Rp is the 207 synaptic reversal potential, which we set at 0 mV to simulate excitatory synapses, G 208 scales the conductance to current. The value of G was empirically determined for each 209 neuron to induce a measurable spike time advance without evoking action potentials, 210 generally on the order of 400 picosiemens.
212
If the cell fires before I syn is applied, no synaptic input is applied to the neuron and the 213 interval is not used in estimating the shape of the PRC. 214 215 216
Predicting the neuron's unperturbed ISI 217 218
To measure how a synaptic input perturbs a neuron from its normal period, an accurate 219 prediction of its unperturbed ISI is required. The easiest model is to stimulate the neuron 220 with a constant input and wait until it has settled to a steady state interspike interval and 221 then apply the stimulus. However, we are interested in PRCs at different firing rates. 222
This could be done serially by stepping the current and measuring the PRC then stepping 223 the current again. Alternatively, this can be done by applying a different current at each 224 spike over the duration of the ISI and fitting a model to predict the ISI based on the 225 history of the applied current and the neuron's past ISIs. Here we predict the neuron's 226 ISI as a function of the applied current and past ISIs using a quadratic ARX model: 227
230
where i is the index of the current ISI and i-α the preceding α ISIs and is the 232 applied current on the cycle to be predicted. The number of historical ISIs and applied 233 currents are determined by the variables m k and n k respectively. 234
235
Once the parameters (m k and n k ) are selected, the a′s and b′s can be determined by fitting 236 the model to the data by solving for the least square solution. However, as the ISI drifts, it 237 is prudent to estimate the parameters recursively, updating them at each spike to 238 minimize the mismatch between the predictions and the data. 
The predicted ISI is calculated from equation 7: predicted ISI = . 261
262
Calculating the neuron's parameterized PRC 263 264
Once the next spike time can be accurately predicted, we can then add a synaptic input at 265 a phase and measure how it perturbs the spike time. The "spike time advance" (STA) can 266 be calculated from the residuals of the predicted ISI from the measured perturbed ISI 267
given the phase I syn was applied. The stimulus "phase" (P) is defined here is the stimulus 268 time since the last spike normalized to the unperturbed ISI. Hence, P is bounded between 269 0 and 1. 270
The STA is calculated as a function of both the predicted ISI and the phase of the applied 272 stimulus. We will use a polynomial with two independent variables to fit the STA as a 273 function of the predicted ISI and the stimulus phase. The variables used to calculate the 274 STA are the na recursive terms of the STA, i.e. the historical values of STA, the phase of 275 the stimulus (P) and the predicted ISI given the applied current, ISI pred . To solve for the 276 PRC, these variables are concatenated into a matrix B. B has n rows, one row for each 277 observation, and m columns, one for each independent measure and the cross terms. 
283
where is a n × 1 vector containing the n observations of spike time advances, and 284 is a m × 1 vector containing the weights for each of the independent variables. These 285 weights are the coefficients to the polynomial function from which the PRC can be 286 calculated given ISI pred and the stimulus phase P. .
(9)
The following columns contain the np historical values of the predicted ISIs, 293 , and the nb historical values of the stimulus phase, P. To obtain a polynomial, 294 there are columns containing these values squared and cubed, and all the cross products 295 of these terms. For np = 2 and nb = 2, then the remaining columns of B are 296 297 , :
.
(10)
298
The total number of columns of B are 1 1 . The unknown set 299 of weights for the polynomial can be solved from equation 8 using linear algebra. 300
However, simply solving for using a pseudo inverse of B resulted in estimates of PRCs 301 that looked very noisy and not physiological. Normalizing each column of B so that all 302 the columns have similar scale made some improvement. However, across all cells, the 303 conditional number of B was high, indicating that the system represented by equation 8 is 304
ill-posed. To correct for this we used the truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) 305 in B to solve for , which improved the condition of the matrix and decreased the noise 306 in the estimated PRCs. The weights were then solved for using a Matlab toolbox by 307
Hansen (Hansen, 1994) . 308
309
The TSVD approach to solving ill-posed problems is to solve for the minimum norm We will first present results predicting the spike times as current applied to the neuron is 335 changed at each spike time given the history of applied currents and ISIs. Given an 336 accurate prediction of the unperturbed spike time, we will then measure how the phase of 337 a synaptic input perturbs the neuron from its period. We will present results from a 338 computational model of a pyramidal neuron, the GACell model, and then in pyramidal 339 neurons recorded from hippocampal brain slices using dynamic clamp. 340
Unperturbed spike time prediction 341
The first step is to establish a model of the interspike intervals provided the history of the 342 neuron's ISIs and the applied currents. Figure 2 It is interesting to note that while neurons are highly nonlinear, a simple linear ARX 361 model is able to describe more than 99% of the ISI variability as a function of the applied 362 current. Figure 3 shows the actual and predicted ISIs and their correlation from a 363 pyramidal neuron in CA1. In this case, the correlation coefficient between the predicted 364 and measured ISIs R=0.8346, explaining 69.6% of the variance, leaving only 30.4% 365 unexplained. The decreased R value reflects non-linear dynamics in the neuron that are 366 not considered in the model. The ISI prediction was performed on 45 different cortical 367 neurons. In more than 40 cells, the total variance explained was greater than 50% (see 368 figure 7 ). The remaining five cells did not fire periodically; therefore a linear model 369 could not provide highly accurate predictions. 370
371
In this section we presented the results of the prediction of the unperturbed spike times. It 372 is important to note that this model is being fit and predicted concurrently with the 373 application of synaptic inputs. Therefore, the same data set is used in the estimation of the unperturbed spike times as well as the measurement of the spike time advances with 375 respect to the stimulus phase. 376
Spike time advance measurement 377 378 Phase advance was then determined from the perturbation by the stimulus input of the 379 neuron from the expected period, as calculated from the residuals of the ARX model. 380
Prior to fitting the PRC function to the residuals we removed outliers that were greater 381 than 3σ from the mean and replaced them with their expected values. These outliers 382 usually were from missed action potential, where the period was much longer than 383 expected. 384 385 Ideally, the residuals from the ARX model represent the perturbation in the spike times 386 caused by the applied synaptic input. To make a model of this phase advance, we fit a 387 polynomial with two independent variables to predict the spike advance as a function of 388 the stimulus phase and the expected unperturbed ISI. Figure 4 shows the estimated PRC 389 for the GACell model used in figure 2. Here we set np = 4 (the polynomial order), na = 0 390 (the number synaptic inputs from the previous cycles), and nb = 1 (the number of currents 391 applied over previous cycles). For the TSVD solution, we used the first 7 singular values. 392
The correlation coefficient between the model and the phase advance is 0.8477. This 393 correlation explains 72% of the residual 1.2% not explained by the ARX model. The 394 resulting pPRC, it can be seen that the shape changes as a function of the firing rate 396 (panels (C) and (D)). 397 398 Figure 5 shows the corresponding PRC for the pyramidal neuron used in figure 3 . For this 399 model, the parameters were set at np=4, na=0, and nb=1, as was done with the neuron 400 model. Again, only the first 7 singular values of B were used. In this experiment, the 401 correlation coefficient of the predicted and observed STA was 0.63 explaining 40% of the 402 remaining 72% from the ARX model resulting in a total of 88.8% of the spike time 403 variance explained. Like the GACell, the real neuron also shows a dramatic change in the 404 estimated PRC with firing rate. 405 406 Figure 6 shows the PRC estimations that have the highest total R value. In this figure it is 407 shown the ISIs over time, the data and fit PRCs in 3D and a projection across the 408 predicted ISIs in 2d, as well as the estimated PRCs for the fast, medium and slow spiking 409 rates. Neurons were selected that were stable over the duration of the experiment, the 410 coefficient of variation of the ISIs was low, indicating that the neuron was a regular 411 spiker, and that the neuron, was recorded long enough to have at least a few hundred 412 spikes. Notice that even in some of the best cells, some have non-stationary firing rates 413 (Cell 6), and some of them skipped spikes (Cell 3). The recursive ARX model was able 414 to compensate for the non-stationarities, but as mentioned, the skipped spikes were 415 removed as outliers before the models were fit. Across all cells, the estimated PRCs 416 peaked to the right of center. Furthermore, the peaks of the PRCs were further to the right 417 for the longer ISIs (slower firing rate) than for shorter ISIs (faster firing rate). causes, the first is that the estimate of the parPRC is a polynomial fit to the data, which 447 may smooth the curve a little; the second is that the parPRC was estimated using a finite 448 stimulus waveform; the third is that the parPRC was estimated with a finite data set and 449
where the response of the neuron is noisy, the error in the fit may be high. To address the 450 effect of using a polynomial to fit the data, we fit a 4 th order polynomial, the same order 451 used in the parPRC, to the iPRCs and plot the resulting curves as dashed gray lines in 452 The goal of this paper is to present a new approach to estimate PRCs from neurons as a 463 function of the neuron's firing rate. The method used to predict the ISI has two stages: 1) 464 a recursive linear model is fit to predict the ISIs as a function of the applied current and 465 its history, and 2) a polynomial function is fit to predict how a synaptic input will perturb 466 the neuron from the expected ISI given the phase of the synaptic input and the expected 467 ISI. We have shown that this method can explain nearly 99% of the spike time variance 468 over a range of firing rates in a computational model. We have also shown this method 469 can be applied to real neuronal data obtained from pyramidal neurons in the hippocampal 470 formation (CA1), explaining over 60% of the variance in over half the neurons we 471 recorded. Coefficients estimated from the best 7 neurons we recorded, and presented in 472 figure 6 are available for download from our website 473 http://neuralnetoff.umn.edu/pPRC.html. A limitation of the method is that accurate 474 models could not be generated in irregularly spiking neurons. This limitation will be 475 addressed in future work. 476 477 Many different methods for measuring the PRC already exist, from the theoretical 478 approaches by solving the adjoint equation (Ermentrout and Kopell, 1991; Ermentrout, 479 1996 Ermentrout, 479 , 2002 and new numerical methods for estimating the PRC (Govaerts and Sautois, 480 2006) , and ones that can be implemented experimentally, such as the direct method, or 481 through a white noise stimulation (Ermentrout et al., 2007; Ota et al., 2009a Ota et al., , 2009b 482 Torben-Nielsen et al., 2012). Our approach is an extension of the direct method. A major 483 advance of our approach is that instead of holding the neuron at a fixed firing interval over the duration of the experiment, we use an adaptive prediction algorithm to estimate 485 the next spike time given the history of the neuron. 486 487 There are also many different functions that can be fit to the data to estimate the PRC. In 488 the past we have used a polynomial function (Netoff et al., 2005) . Again, here we chose a 489 polynomial function because it could easily be generalized to two dimensions. Truncated 490 Fourier series (Galán et al., 2005) have also been used for fitting PRC data. It is possible 491 to extend the Truncated Fourier series to higher dimensions, but we found that the results 492 were not significantly improved over using a polynomial fit (results not shown). 493 494 This work shows that spike times of neurons can be predicted with sufficient fidelity 495 while varying input current that it is possible to detect perturbations by synaptic-like 496 inputs. This is the first time we have seen a model that takes into account the prior stimuli 497 and interspike intervals to predict the next spike. Furthermore, using recursive 498 estimations, we were able to make this model adaptive, which further increased the 499 prediction accuracy as the dynamics of the neuron changed over the duration of the 500 experiment. 501 502 These results are also the first experimental evidence measuring the phase response 503 curves from neurons as a function of firing rate and stimulus phase. The phase response 504 curve model is extremely useful in predicting how networks of neurons will synchronize, 505 but it is limited by the fact that it is usually estimated around a narrow set of parameters. 506
This limits its applicability to predict network behaviors as parameters like firing rate changes. Several computational models have studied how synchrony changes as a 508 function of firing rate. In addition, other groups have developed models showing the 509 influence of firing rate and cell type on synchrony (Fink et al., 2011) . This paper supports 510 modeling results predicting that PRCs will decrease in amplitude as firing rate increases 511 when neurons are oscillating around 10Hz, or close to the Theta frequency. These 512 predictions suggest that if coupled through excitatory connections, neurons will not 513 synchronize as strongly at higher firing rates compared to slower firing rates. We have 514 used this dependency of synchrony on firing rate to explain changes from asynchronous 515 tonic phase to synchronous clonic phases in seizures (Wilson et al., 2011) . Changes in 516 synchrony as a function of firing rate has also been used to explain changes in gamma 517 oscillations (Lewis and Rinzel, 2003) . The PRC estimated in these experiments can be 518 directly incorporated into these kinds of models to explain changes in synchrony as 519 dynamics of neurons change. 520
521
The non-linear nature of neuronal responses to stimulus input led to some prediction 522 errors by the linear ARX model. A quadratic ARX model decreases this error 523 significantly for the GACell, however we found no improvement when applied to the real 524 neuron where the nonlinearities were obscured by the noise. Presumably the noise in the 525 real neuron is due to synaptic inputs and thermal noise. To fit the greater number of terms 526 in the quadratic ARX model larger data sets are required, these may not be acquired in 527 reasonable amount of time. Because of this, we decided to only present the linear ARX 528 model results in this paper. However, if larger perturbations to the ISI were induced by 529 using larger current changes, we may expect that a quadratic or even cubic polynomial 530 may significantly improve prediction accuracy. 531
532
Our method works best where the change in frequency can be best predicted using a 533 quadratic model, but as nonlinearities accumulate, the prediction accuracy will degrade. 534
535
The quality of the prediction depends also on the length of the history used. If the history 536 is too short, effects from changes in current prior to the window of data used can effect 537 the spike times but are not accounted for. If the history is too long the model may try to 538 utilize data that just adds noise to the prediction. The optimal history length should be 539 long enough to minimize the effect unmeasured variables, like real synaptic inputs. At the 540 other extreme, the cell's behavior is not stationary and has outliers, a long history can 541 make the predictions less accurate by using data that is no longer predictive. While this is 542 a two dimensional model, we found that we could get a good model by recording around 543 1000 stimulations, about 10 minutes of recording. However, we have also obtained 544 models where the number of spikes recorded was less than 400 stimuli. 545
546
The estimated PRCs we have observed here have the typical shape of the curves seen 547 using traditional methods. The PRCs calculated from the computational model and the 548 cortical neuron (panel D) of figure 4 and 5) show that the PRC skews toward the right 549 and the peak goes higher as the mean ISI increases (firing rate decreases). This 550 qualitative behavior is also reported by Gutkin, et. al. (Gutkin et al., 2005) in a 551 computational model of excitatory neurons. They (Gutkin, et. al.) point out in their model that the displacement of the peak to the right as the ISI decreases is a consequence of 553 slowly adapting potassium currents that cause the cell's firing rate to change. The 554 adaptation current is at its maximum shortly after an action potential and suppresses the 555 effect of synaptic inputs and deactivates later in the ISI. As this current shunts the effect 556 of the inputs, the maximum effect of a synaptic input will occur at the end of the ISI. As 557 the ISI decreases the adaptation current is shunts inputs for a larger portion of the phase. 558 559 Some of the PRCs presented in figure 6 do not return to zero, and therefore are not 560 periodic, but in theory they should be. The polynomials fit were not constrained to be 561 periodic. The differences can be due to errors in fitting the data at the beginning of the 562 phase, where the phase advance is noisy. They also can be aperiodic because the effect 563 of the stimulus can last beyond the period it is applied. In these cases, the first order PRC, 564 the effects seen in the cycle that the stimulus is applied, is not sufficient to explain the 565 full dynamics of the neuron and the second (the effects on the next cycle) may need to be 566 included to get a periodic solution. 567
568
In this paper we estimated the PRC by fitting a polynomial to the data by a least squares 569 prediction error. We found that using a truncated singular value decomposition in finding 570 the least squared solution dramatically reduced the noise in the fit. Alternative methods 571 have been used to fit models to data that may be applicable, such as a bayesian approach 572 (Ota et al., 2009b) . 573
In fitting PRCs, higher order effects, i. e., influences from inputs applied on previous 575 cycles, can influence the measure. While the largest effect is generally in the period that 576 the stimulus is applied, prediction accuracy of network activity can be improved by 577 including the effects of the higher order PRCs (Oprisan and Canavier, 2001; Achuthan 578 and Canavier, 2009 ). To minimize these higher order influences while measuring PRCs 579 in the past, we have applied a synaptic current every 6 th spike. Another approach is to 580 saturate the second order effects by stimulating the neuron on every cycle at the same 581 time lag and measure the resulting steady state ISI, the resulting PRC has been called a 582 functional PRC (fPRC) (Cui et al., 2009 ). An advantage of our approach over the fPRC is 583 that the polynomial used in our model can easily be extended to account for the higher 584 order effects in a single model by adding more terms including the historical phases and 585
ISIs. 586 587 There are differences between the resulting PRCs using our method and the iPRCs 588 measured using the adjoint method from the GACell. To make the iPRC comparable to 589 the functions resulting parPRC, we fit the iPRC with a polynomial and then convolved 590 the resulting function with the synaptic current waveform. The convolution removes the 591 phase delay (negative section of the PRC) observed at early phases using the iPRC. 592
Because of the relatively low numbers of samples and the noisy measures, our method 593 did not have the fidelity to capture the small negative phase at the action potential seen in 594 the iPRC. Furthermore, the peaks of the parPRCs are shifted to the left with respect to the 595 convolved iPRCs; we attribute the differences the noise in the measurements in the early 596 phase, and the finite data lengths used to estimate the parPRC. However, the change in 597 the PRC shape predicted by the adjoint method is followed by our proposed method 598 599 This method can also be extended to relate the STA to other variable besides the firing 600 rate such as the concentration of a neuromodulator. It is also possible to extend this 601 formalism to relate the STA to three or more variables. demonstrate that neuron spike times can be varied considerably by applying current steps, but still can be predictable given the history of the inputs and neuron's spikes. The 619 experimentally measured pPRCs in this paper supports the hypothesis generated in many 620 modeling studies that the phase response curve is smaller in amplitude at higher firing 621 rates, predicting that neurons coupled through excitatory synapses will not synchronize as 622 well when firing rapidly as they will when they are firing slowly. One advantage of this 623 approach of the method used to estimate the pPRCs is that it can easily be extended to 624 account for other perturbations to the neuron or to account for more history and higher 625 order nonlinear responses. The use of TSVD in solving the coefficients for the 626 polynomials increases the robustness of the estimates under noisy and sparse estimates. the total applied current to the neuron during the first 6 spikes. At each spike time, the 748 current is changed and on top of this current, a synaptic current is applied. The time at 749 which the synaptic input is applied is uniformly distributed between zero and the 750 expected ISI. (B) shows the corresponding voltage trace recorded from the neuron. (C) is 751 the applied current at each ISI. On the right is the distribution of applied currents. (D) 752
shows phases of the applied synaptic inputs and the distribution. Those intervals in which 753 the neuron spiked before the stimulus, and therefore no stimulus was applied, are marked 754
as circles at phase equal to 1. (E) shows the corresponding ISI and its histogram. Solid gray line indicates the correlation coefficient obtained from the prediction of the ISI 791 as a function of the applied current (R ARX ). Dashed gray line is the correlation coefficient 792 obtained using the model to predict the STA as a function of the phase and the predicted 793 ISI (R REG ). Black solid line is the total variance (R t 2 =R ARX 2 +R REG 2 1-R ARX 2 )) accounted for 794 by the parameterized PRC and the black dashed line is the total correlation R t between the 795 predicted and expected given the applied current and stimulus phase. 
